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These superb digital pianos feature dual 88-note, velocity-sensitive action, headphone jacks, and full-range organ and pipe
organ simulations. Each one has dual USB ports for connecting to other devices, and comes with a remote control, a USB cable,
and an eight-hour talk/playback rechargeable battery. TYROS pianos are available in 41-key, 61-key, 88-key, and 88-key with
pipe organ model versions. Each one includes a factory preset keyboard that lets you use the keyboard and effects right out of
the box. MIDI IN is now the standard MIDI port, using a standard RJ-45, and is backwards compatible with all current MIDI
equipment. Full MIDI implementation: all 74 of the MIDI channels are available on the 88-key model and on the 61-key pipe
organ models. TYROS pianos are real MIDI keyboards, which means they can be easily integrated with audio-software,
enabling it to control its own parameters, for example: panning, mixing, volume, and control. TYROS comes with a feature
called an "On Screen Keyboard" that lets you play on screen and simultaneously use the piano for sound recording and
accompaniment with Auto-Tracking, or use the piano to play along with music stored on a computer. We can supply pianos with
direct connections to a computer, but we also support the use of the included USB connections for use with other USB devices.
TYROS uses an internal lithium-ion battery for long-lasting power. TYROS pianos are available as piano models and pipe organ
models, with electric, acoustic or pipe organ midi options. TYROS pianos come with the most extensive music environment.
Each one comes with a full virtual acoustic piano with 5 sounds, plus a full orchestral instrument with full trumpet and
saxophone articulations, plus full organ with pipe organ effects, plus a full guitar ensemble including a guitar solo. There is also
a 25-piece drum kit. TYROS pianos are available for direct connection to a computer with direct use of the on screen keyboard.
Or, if you prefer, there are midi options that use a connection to a MIDI interface, allowing the piano to be used with other
software with some MIDI control. Each piano also comes with a full set of downloadable content for free, including 88-key
songs, an acoustic guitar 82157476af
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